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What, in your view, is the main obstacle to recall effectiveness under the current EU recall regime?

A. Complexity: tracking different requirements in respect of different categories of products.
B. Consistency: tracking the different positions of regulators in different Member States.
C. Coordination: managing recalls across increasingly complex supply chains.
D. Compliance: Supporting consumers to engage with recall notifications.
E. There are no major shortcomings, the current regime is adequate.
What are the main obstacles to recall effectiveness under the current EU regime?
What are the key changes in respect of recalls that the GPSR will introduce from your perspective?
Imagine...

- a kitchen blender product
- available in-store and online throughout the EU.
- Unfortunately, a manufacturing defect in a production series of this particular blender has led to issues with the blade element detaching and becoming a projectile when running at high RPM.
- A recall of affected products is therefore required.
Theme 1: Information
Theme 2: Regulators
Theme 3: Execution
Audience Poll

Will improved information sharing actually lead to greater recall effectiveness among consumers?

Yes or No
Two or three years from now, what recall success story would you like to be able to share as a result of the new regime? What are you most concerned about?
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